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This essay diaeusses Automatic Subject Citution Alert (ASCA@ ), ISI@’s literature alerting service.
ASCA’S function is analogous to that of a clipping service or to the technical information department
of a large industrial firm-systematically
alerting clients to the latest publications regarding a given
topic or field. ASCA and its related services, in effect, mnstitute a “personalized journal,” providing
the exact information specified by the user, ehmirtating the need to scats extraneous material. As such,
ASCA and its relatedservicesmightbe termedthe ‘‘tdtimatescience.clippingservice.” Readers are
invited to inquire about a free, four-week trial subscription.
In discussing ISI”’s Automatic Subject
Citation Alert (better known as ASCAa ), I

searching or scanning to keep up with what
is being published in your field; ASCA performs thk task automatically. It might be
described as the “ultimate research assistant.”
ASCA, in its way, can alao be considered
a modernized, more sophisticated version of
a clipping service. Such services have been
in operation for about a century. One particularly successftd firm, Burrelle’s Irtformation Services, Livingston, New Jersey,
for example, was founded in 1888.1 The
typicrd clipping services were one of the
original cottage industries. They mostly employed housewives, who scanned newspapers and magazines for any mention of the
service’s clients, designated products, or
company names. Of the dozens of small
clipping services that flourished years ago,
only a few remain.
However, the purpose and scope of this
type of activity expanded considerably during the twentieth century. For example, during World War II, government intelligence
services would scan newspapers and other
periodicals, both foreign and domestic, for
clues to enemy activities. Much of this
work, in fact, was performed by social scientists, including anthropologists, sociol~
gists, and political scientists. As noted in the

have described this service as one of 1S1’s
best-kept secrets. This may sound strange,
but the fact is that, despite considerable promotion, ASCA remains unknown to the vast
majority of potentird users. As we’ll see,
there are a number of reasons for this, but
the upshot is that many scientists, scholars,
and researchers are not taking advantage of
a highly effective, highly affordable service
for keeping in touch with personally relevant scientific and technicrd articles. In this
essay we’ll look at ASCAand its related services and rdso discuss how you can sample
ASCA frtx for four weeks.
ASCA—for those unfamiliar with the aervice-brittgs you a customized weekly report that preciseiy corresponds to the research interests and needs that you speci~.
By providing 1S1with certain information,
you design your own “profile.” This listing
contains information pertinent to the field
in which you are working, such as relevant
authors, institutions, and signitlcant words,
phrases, and word fragments that occur frequently in article titles in your subject area.
Each week, you receive a self-contained,
laser-printed report containing a list of articles relevant to your interests, based on a
Encyclopedia of the Social
computer search of over 7,100 journals. Fig- Intem”onal
US government intelligence
Sciences,
ure 1 is an example of an ASCA report.
demands during the war gave tremendous
ASCA eliminates the need for exhaustive
267
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1: Sample page from an ASCA@report.
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impetus to the wide-scale use of “content
analysis’ ‘–the process of studying, quantifying, andaualyzing variousformsofcommunication.2 Afterthewar, suchinformation-gathering oprations were greatly expanded, and the scope of the coverage was
extended far beyond the newspapers and
popularmagazines,ukimately encompassing
scientific journals.
As information grew more abundant and
complex, housewives doing part-time work
forclippingaervices gavewaytotrained analysts and catalogers, who sifted through
material in dozens of languages. The extension of this kind of activity into industry de-

ful I text of article from The Genuine Arric/e’”)

veloped gradually. I first heard about the industrial use of clipping services over 30
years ago as a consultant with Smith Kline
& French. While the public relations department followed the popuka press, it was the
science information department that had the
job of learning about any mention of their
products in the scientific journals. Many
companies, such as )3.1.du Pent de Nernours
& Company, Inc., had “intelligence” departments, which were also referred to as
“technical information” or “competitor
analysis” departments. Essentially, all such
science-technical information groups were
charged with kes-pingabreast of current de-

users could write authors for reprints. CC
was eventually to become the world’s most
widely used weekly catalog of articles published in scientific and technicrd journals.
ASCA appeared in 1%5.s As I explained
in a 1983 essay, ASCA complements, but
does not replace, CC.’t ASCA delivers your
customized report each week and, unlike
CC, can also tell you who has cited your
work or the work of a colleague (this includes all authors on a given paper). And
ASCA offers multidisciplinary coverage,
combining the contents of all seven CC ediCurrent Covsfents and ASCA
tions. In the accompanying box, we present
About 30 years ago, Current Contentsm a brief sampling of research questions that
(CLX ) was born. It gradually became ap- ASCA can help you answer.
parent to a lot of people that this was a rel1S1also offers another current-awareness
atively painless and cost-effective way of service that is closely related to ASCA:
providing what amounted to a clipping ser- ASCATOPICp.
With ASCATOPICS, you
vice for scientists and scholars. Then, as can pick one (or more) topics from 1S1’sesnow, users could scan CC each week and tablished list of over 400 topic fields. You
selectively order required articles from 1S1 then receive a weekly report on all the new
or other sources. If speed was not essentird, articles in our database published on that

velopments in industry and in the scientific
literature.
But even the largest industrial firms have
finite resources, as do thousands of smaller
companies that also need such services. So,
inevitably, as thk scanning task fell to librarians and information scientists, it was
necessary to find more efficient ways to scan
the world’s vast riches of sci-tech and economic information.

Research questions that ASCA@ can help you answer:
What was published this week on disease “X” or drug “Y”?
ASCA will keep you up-to-date on all the important literature in the subject
fields you specify. Your weekly search can be based on keywords, word
phrases, and even word fragments appearing in article titles-ensuring that you
see all articles pertaining to your research needs and interests.
What is coming out of laboratory “Z”?
With ASCA, it is possible to retrieve articles by institution, enabling you to
follow research at leading universities and organizations.
What papers have cited journal “X” this week?
Your ASCA profde can include a “cited journal” listing, allowing YOU
keep track of weekly citations to papers in the journal or journrds you
designate.

to

What has scientist “Y” published this week?
ASCA can keep you informed of the very latest publications by an author or
authors of your choice. Each listing includes ISI@’s journal accession number,
making it easy to obtain the full text of papers from 1S1’s 7he Genuine
Articlew service.
Who is quoting this key publication today?
ASCA uses 1S1’s unique citation database to locate all current sources that

have cited a given work that you specify. This makes it easy to keep abreast
of how an author’s theories, methods, or discoveries have been evaluated,
modified, or applied in the current literature. This applies to all authors of a
work, not just the tirst author.
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topic. Ordering the full text of any article
is easy with another 1S1service, Zhe Genuine Aniclem. To order the full text of any
article contained in any ASCA or ASCATOP[CS report, you simply use the 1S1journal
accession number contained in the article
listing. The article will be sent to you within
48 hours after your order is =ived. Copies
of articles cart also be ordered in various
electronic formats. We can send clippings
by Telecopier for those rare occasions when
you need them yesterday. 1S1’slibrary is at
your disposrd, and every article is furnished
to you with payment of royalties to the copyright holder included in the price.
ASCA and its related services are all based
upon the full 1S1database, which includes
CC and companion databases, such as the
Sa”ence Citation Inakx@, Social Sa’ences Citation Index@, and the Arts & Humanities
Citation Indexm. Now in its 23rd year,
ASCA can claim to be the oldest operating
commercial selective dissemination of information (SDI) service in existence. Some of
its thousands of customers have used it continuously from the beginning.
However, as noted earlier, it has always
been somewhat puzzling to me that more
people have not taken advantage of ASCA.
There are, in my view, complex reasons for
ASCA not having more subscribers. Perhaps
the most paradoxical reason is ASCA’S low
price. Marketing experts know that the price
of a product can be set so low that the value
and credibility of the product are seriously
impaired. Suppose a banker promised you
an immediate $1,CXXI
for every $100 you invested; understandably, you would be incredulous. No matter how the banker might
try to convince you that there is no trick or
hidden agenda, you would suspiciously resist such a giveaway. Yet, since ASCA is a
by-product of the other costly 1S1databases,
it can be provided at an exceedingly low
price. However, the Ininirnumpriceof $150
per year is then perceived as being too low
in relation to its great, actual vahse. (1have
not included, however, the cost of document
delivery.) By way of comparison, you would
only have to consider the price of $1,500
a month charged by some established clipping services in the US,5 or the cost of one
or two research assistants (who could not
cover the same range of articles), and then
270

begirt to appreciate the paradoxical problem
facing ASCA. This doea not mean, however,
that we intend to raise ASCA’S price. We
simply argue against the assumption that,
just because a product is inexpensive, it must
not he worth purchasing. ASCA, we feel,
convincingly disproves this notion.
Of course, competition sdso helps determine what can be charged for any service.
As I described 15 years ago in CC,6 many
people use CC to provide a clipping service
within their own tirrns or labs, and so it is
easy to forget that the labor costs involved
in doing this are actually overhead that is,
in effect, hidden. Once that is taken into the
equation, the much higher price charged by
a commercial clipping service in science
makes financial sense.
Toward the “Peraonal&ed Journal”
I have, of course, taken liberties in describing ASCAas a science clipping service.
How can you have a ciipping servios without
clips? So, in order for ASCA to be a fuUfledged clipping service, we provide access
to the articles, or tear sheets, as mentioned
earlier, via lhe Genuine Anicle service.
Recognizing the limitations of such an approach, we long ago began to offer what we
cdl ASCArnatic service. ASCAtnatic provides the fidl text of articles that match the
reader’s particular interests and needs. If
you choose, you can limit ASCAmatiC coverage to specfic terms in your profile, rather
than drawing on the entire profde. This is,
in fact, nothing less than the personalized
journal imagined by the genius crystallographer J. D. Bemal, the “sage of Cambridge” whom I’ve discussed previously,T
and by other dreamers.
I suggested the idea of a personalized journal to readers many years ago, but oniy a
few accepted the suggestion. Again, this
?roblem seems related to the perceived value
]f a service that would deliver all needed
trticles be~ore they were ordered. ASCAwatic is provided on a contractual basis, re]uiring a deposit account with 7?w Genuine
4rticie service. Although the cost may vary
iepending on the individual profile, the price
]f an ASCAmatic report compares very faiorably with the $1,500 per month that is
customarily charged by a clipping service—

so favorably, in fact, that the real value and
utility of ASCAmatic may not be appreciated
by the potential user.
Many scientists and scholars do not recognize the “bargain” represented by a
subscription to a large-circulation journal.
Such journals are produced by societies or
other publishers in large quantities, and so
you must accept the chaff with the wheat.
It is prohibitively expensive for them to provide a personalized joumrd-one designed
just for you or for a small group of your colleagues. ASCArnatic represents a remedy to
this problem. It is one means of obtaining
exclusively the articles that pertain to your
requirements and interests.
Try ASCA for Four Weeks-On

Us

Five years ago I described the ASCA service in great detail for the new generation
of CC readers and for those who had forgotten still earlier descriptions of the personalized journaL4 It would serve little purpose
for me to describe the details of this service
once again. Whether you choose to go the
route of the personalized, full-blown clipping service (ASCAmtic) or whether you
use ASCA as an insurance policy (to make
certain that you see those articles that cite
your work, or that cite into one of our thousands of research fronts, or that come out
of one of your competitor’s labs—all of
which might be lUiSSd by casurd scanning),
we’ll be happy to send a reprint of our essay
describing ASCA in detail.d And, what’s

more, we invite you to try ASCA for four
weeks-free.
In the 1983 essay, I described an experiment in which we created’ ‘automatic” profiles for ASCA subscribers using keywords,
institutions, and the subscribers’ names as
cited and source authors. If you would like
to participate in a similar experiment and are
interested in a free four-week trial subscription to ASCA, 1 invite you to send us two
or three of your latest reprints. They can
serve as the basis for your own’ ‘automatic”
ASCA profde. We won’t object to receiving a few keywords or abstracts over the
phone or by FAX to help get things moving. Your first four weekly reports will be
free of charge (please note that this pertains
solely to ASCA and not ASCArnatic). If you
like what you see and decide to stay with
ASCA, you can modify your profde as your
interests change.
Over 25 years ago, information revolutionaries forecast that every professional in
the world would be using an SDI system of
some kind. It remains incomprehensible to
me that this vision is so far from the reality. However, I have resolved to achieve the
following: If you are not thoroughly familiar
with ASCA or its equivalent before the rnillenniurn, it won’t be our fault.
*****
My thanks to Elizabeth Fuseler-McDowell
and Christopher King for their help in the
Glms
w
preparation of this essay.
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For more information about a trial subscription to ASCA@, contact James Hofstaedter, ASCA Department, LSI@,3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
Or, call 800-523-1850, extension 1453. Outside the US and Canada, call
215-386-0100, extension 1453.
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